a high degree of reproducibility in sample collection, time points shown in Figure 1A ). During preimplantation a These four replicates were from two independent embryo collecdevelopment, the expression levels of more than 4000 tions, which were each independently profiled twice.
genes varied by Ն5-fold. The 4000 genes are about b These two replicates were from one embryo collection that was one-third of the genes examined, suggesting that tranindependently profiled twice. c These four replicates were from three independent embryo collecscription, adenylation, or RNA stability of a significant tions. One collection was profiled twice, and the average expression percentage of the genome is regulated during preimvalues were used to calculate correlation to the other two collecplantation development.
tions.
During the transition from germinal vesicle stage oocyte to metaphase II (MII) oocyte, a 14-15 hr process known as meiotic maturation, the oocyte responds to hormone stimulation by exiting from cell cycle arrest versus 8-cell-embryo-specific cDNA clones (Zeng and at prophase I and reentering meiosis (Wassarman and Schultz, 2003) . Clones that hybridize more strongly to DePamphilis, 1993) . During these events, transcripts of one library than to the other (more than 5-fold) were large numbers of genes change level in both directions considered interesting and further identified by se- , 1988) . While the synthesis of new trandifficulty in obtaining sufficient intact RNA to probe miscripts essentially ceases after the nuclear envelope croarrays on which most or all of the genome is reprebreaks down as the oocyte reenters meiosis (Bachvarsented, no systematic studies of this type have been ova, 1985), the poly(A) tails of some classes of existing performed previously in early mouse embryos. This led transcripts are elongated, leading to increased translaus in this study to use microarrays to investigate the tion and protein levels (Bachvarova, 1985 (Bachvarova, , 1992 . The developmental regulation of gene activity in the early regulation of poly(A) tail length is a major mechanism mouse embryo and examine its dynamics throughout for controlling the activity of maternal transcripts (Bach-12 time points from the unfertilized oocyte to late blastovarova, 1985, 1992 Figure 1C ). To monitor how many genes are represented analyzed as previously described (Wang et al., 2002) .
by detectable transcripts at a given stage, we either Overall similarity in profile between replicates of the used the GeneChip Algorithm (Affymetrix, 1999) to detersame time point is assessed by calculating Pearson mine the percentage of genes receiving "Present Calls" Correlation (r value), which ranges from 0.948 to 0.996 (P call %) (Supplemental Table S3 ) or counted the number of genes whose calculated transcript levels are with a median of 0.977 (Table 1) . These r values indicate above a threshold (data not shown). Both analyses led to similar conclusions. During meiotic maturation ( Figure  1C ), the P call % decreased significantly, suggesting that the oocyte's RNA becomes less complex. This is consistent with the virtual lack of new transcription and large-scale mRNA degradation that occur at this time (Paynton et al., 1988; Bachvarova, 1985) . Upon fertilization and the onset of zygotic genome transcription (Schultz, 2002) , the P call % begins to increase ( Figure  1C) , suggesting that more genes are becoming transcriptionally active.
After the 8-cell stage, as the embryo embarks on compaction, followed by differentiation of the trophectoderm (TE) and inner cell mass (ICM) lineages, profiling of the whole embryo may fail to detect transcript level changes for genes that are induced or inhibited in a regional fashion, especially if the expression level is low. For example, if a gene is uniformly expressed in the 8-cell embryo but is inhibited in the inner cells at the 16-cell stage, profiling of the whole embryo would detect a ‫-2ف‬fold decrease in transcript level at most. Conversely, if a gene is induced in a small number of cells, the transcripts may be too diluted in whole-embryo RNA to be detected with confidence. Despite the possibly reduced sensitivity of profiling, the measurable complexity of the embryo's transcripts become higher in these later stages: the P call % averages 47.7 after compaction, compared to 44.2 between fertilization and compaction ( Figure 1C ). This is consistent with the embryo's need to fulfill increasingly diverse functions as its organization becomes more complex.
An unbiased analysis of the gene expression data reveals the transition in the molecular composition of the embryo as it develops. The time points were compared by hierarchical clustering (Sherlock, 2000) to see which are most similar in gene expression. This divided the 12 time points into two large groups ( Figure 1D ), one consisting of oocytes and the first cleavage ("oocyte-toembryo phase"), the other consisting of later stages ("cellular differentiation phase"). Thus the molecular analysis highlights the second cleavage as a major transition point, a transition that is not discernible based upon morphological criteria. The massive change in gene expression is consistent with the different developmental needs of early versus late preimplantation embryos. The protein activities needed for early tasks, such as exiting meiotic arrest, are likely encoded by maternal transcripts and by genes transcribed immediately upon the onset of zygotic genome transcription. Later tasks such as faster cleavage, intercellular signaling, and diversification of cell fates are probably directed by zygotic genes that are induced after the embryo has successfully completed the oocyte-to-embryo transition. Table S6 ). In contrast, we detected little or no expression of Hedgehog pathway components.
Some signal transduction genes are expressed at more or less stable levels throughout preimplantation development, such as Apc2, Notch2, and SMAD6 (Supplemental Table S6 Many components of the examined signaling pathsurface ( Figures 6D-6F ). This could suggest not only that Wnt signaling may be indeed initiated before imways are induced at the blastocyst stage, thus shortly before implantation (Figures 5B, 5D, and 5F ). While the plantation, but also that this could occur first in the ICM lineage of cells. Thus, the patterns of Wnt activity seen function of these genes in the blastocyst remains to be tative. The quality of the data set was tested in multiple Gene-filtering criteria to generate the cluster shown in Figure 3A ways including the consistency between replicates, the were as follows: (1) ness of the data awaits further exploration in the future as more genes are analyzed from different perspectives.
␤-Catenin Localization in the Blastocyst
We hope that the data will serve as a valuable resource Table 1. and Wenzhong Xiao for discussions.
